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Canadian arts presenters – A vital component of their 
communities and the overall arts ecology 

 
In May 2018, CAPACOA commissioned Hill Strategies Research to develop a survey of 
Canadian presenters with the goal of better understanding the scope, vitality, and practices 
in the presenting sector. Of the 250 survey respondents, 56% responded in English and the 
other 44% in French. Responses were received from presenters in 172 different 
municipalities, covering every province and territory. 
 
What do presenters do? At the simplest level, they present artistic shows in many 
disciplines, most commonly music (94%), theatre (72%), young audience / family shows 
(71%), dance (66%), comedy / humour (64%), and school audiences (K-12) (61%). Many 
presenters’ activities extend well beyond the performing arts, with nearly one-half of 
respondents also presenting visual arts and film. In addition to presenting other artists, 
39% of respondents produce their own shows (including, for example, building sets, lighting 
and sound design, hiring of individual artists, etc.). About two-thirds of respondents present 
artists in an ongoing series format, while many others present festivals. 
 
Presenters hire many artists. In their most recent fiscal year, responding presenters hired 
over 12,000 artists, groups, and artistic companies (average of 57 artists and median of 33 
artists per presenter). 
 
Over $50 million spent on artist fees – mostly to in-province artists. Responding presenters 
paid a total of $53.5 million in fees to artists during their last year, for an average of $4,400 
per artist and $260,000 per presenter. Presenters focussed their activities largely on in-
province artists, who represented 74% of all artists engaged and 66% of all artist fees. 
Other Canadian artists represented 14% of artists engaged and artist fees. This means that, 
in total, Canadian artists represented 88% of all artists engaged and 79% of all artist fees. 
 
Indigenous and diverse artists – a clear priority of Canadian presenters. A very high 
percentage of presenters indicated that they sometimes present artists of colour (80%), 
Indigenous artists (75%), and artists from other minority ethnic groups (71%). 
 
Many works presented in other languages. Almost one-half of English presenters also 
presented works in French (44%) in their last year, and 30% also presented works in 
Indigenous languages. Similarly, one-half of Francophone presenters also presented works 
in English (50%), and 22% presented works in Indigenous languages. 
 
Presenting for whom? On a yearly basis, presenters attracted an average attendance of 
38,000, with a median of 5,700. Paid attendance represents 68% of total attendance. 
 
Presenters provided stories of their connections with their audiences and their communities 
more generally, such as lighting up the eyes (and dancing shoes) of an attendee with 
dementia, making deep and moving connections with audience members at an Indigenous 
performance, and facilitating a little bit of magic in people’s lives when presenting little-
known performers. 
 
Presenters also show their deep involvement in their communities by delivering a wide 
range of engagement activities. In fact, 99% of respondents are involved in arts 
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engagement activities of some kind (based on a question listing 17 arts engagement 
activities in which they might be engaged). Presenters selected an average of six of the 17 
activities, from very common activities like “pre- or post-show discussions” to less common 
activities such as “participatory arts experiences” and “art for social change”. Presenters 
also engage or collaborate with organizations in many different areas of society. 
 
Where are shows presented? Three-quarters of respondents (76%) used more than one 
venue in their most recent fiscal year. Presenters used an average of 6 venues in their most 
recent fiscal year and a median of 3. While 49% of responding presenters lease or rent their 
primary venue, 42% own their primary venue. 
 
In addition to traditional theatre-style venues, the survey examined the use of “alternative” 
spaces for arts presenting activities – venues such as individual homes, workplaces, 
libraries, and community centres. Over three-quarters of presenters (78%) used at least 
one type of alternative space. A typical presenter selected 2 different types of alternative 
spaces. These findings clearly demonstrate that presenters are making substantial efforts to 
“meet people where they are”.  
 
Who supports presenters? On average, presenters generate more than one-half of their 
revenues from admissions and other earned sources (53%). Governments account for one-
third of presenters’ revenues (33%), fundraising 11%, and other sources 4%. 
 
A goal of the study was to examine the formal networks of presenters: 96% of respondents 
are a member of at least one membership-based support organization. 
 

 
Vitality and Impact of Arts Presenting delves into presenters’ activities, finances, 

programming, attendance, community engagement, and purpose. 
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Major survey of the vitality and impact of Canadian 
presenters 
 
In May 2018, CAPACOA commissioned Hill Strategies Research to develop a survey of 
Canadian presenters with the goal of better understanding the scope, vitality, and practices 
in the presenting sector. 
 
CAPACOA is using the survey results to monitor the health of the sector, inform 
performance measurement in the sector, and nourish presenting networks’ advocacy efforts. 
 
In conjunction with CAPACOA and its survey project working group, Hill Strategies Research 
created the Presenters’ Vitality and Impact Survey, a detailed investigation of presenters’ 
activities, finances, programming, attendance, community engagement, and purpose. 
 
In addition to the statistical findings, an impressive range of qualitative feedback was 
provided by responding presenters, particularly regarding their impacts in their 
communities. These qualitative findings are summarized and highlighted in the Impacts of 
presenting section. 
 

250 survey participants 
 
The Presenters’ Vitality and Impact Survey 
received 250 usable responses in September and 
October 2018. The 250 presenting organizations 
represent 24% of the 1,028 presenters on 
associations’ lists that were the primary means of 
survey distribution. 
 
Of the 250 respondents, 139 responded in 
English (56%) and 111 responded in French 
(44%). 
 
The scope of the presenting field is very wide. In 
fact, Statistics Canada’s Business Counts found 
3,223 presenters as of June 2018, including 525 
“live theatres and other performing arts 
presenters with facilities”. 1,411 “performing arts 
promoters (presenters) without facilities”, and 
1,287 “festivals without facilities”. Two-thirds of 
these theatres and presenters do not have 
employees. The 250 survey respondents 
represent 8% of all presenters in the Statistics 
Canada database and 24% of the 1,056 
presenters with employees. 

Survey distribution 
 
The survey was predominantly 
distributed to contacts of 19 
presenting networks and live 
performance associations, 
representing all regions of the 
country and both official 
languages. The presenting 
networks shared their contact lists, 
totalling 1,028 presenters, with Hill 
Strategies Research for the sole 
purpose of survey 
communications. 
 
Hill Strategies emailed these 
contacts three times during the 
survey period (September 5 to 
October 26, 2018), asking them to 
complete the survey at custom 
URLs www.presenters2018.ca and 
www.diffuseurs2018.ca. 
 

http://www.presenters2018.ca/
http://www.diffuseurs2018.ca/
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Respondents from across Canada 
 
Among the 250 presenters responding to the survey, there is at least one respondent from 
every province or territory, as shown in the table below. However, the sample is not fully 
representative of the geographic diversity of all presenters, as shown in the differences 
between the last two columns of the table. 
 

Province or territory 
Respondent 
count (n=) 

Percent of 
respondents 

Percent of all 
presenters 
(StatsCan) 

British Columbia 32 12.8% 14.1% 

Alberta 21 8.4% 7.3% 

Saskatchewan 5 2.0% 2.1% 

Manitoba 13 5.2% 2.4% 

Ontario 57 22.8% 30.3% 

Québec 79 31.6% 36.5% 

New Brunswick 15 6.0% 2.2% 

Nova Scotia 13 5.2% 2.6% 

Prince Edward Island 1 0.4% 0.8% 

Newfoundland and Labrador 4 1.6% 1.3% 

Yukon 6 2.4% 0.2% 

Northwest Territories 2 0.8% 0.1% 

Nunavut 2 0.8% 0.03% 
     

 
The geographic diversity of respondents is also demonstrated by the fact that they are 
located in 172 different municipalities and 212 different postal regions of the country 
(i.e., first three digits of the postal code). 
 
Maps of these postal regions are provided below, with colour coding based on the number of 
respondents within each postal region (yellow = 1; blue = 2; orange = 3; and pink = 4). 
Respondents clustered in larger municipalities are shown very close to each other in the 
maps. 
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Ontario / Quebec / New Brunswick / Nova Scotia / Prince Edward Island / 
Newfoundland & Labrador 

 
 
British Columbia / Alberta / Saskatchewan / Manitoba 

 
 
Yukon / Northwest Territories / Nunavut 
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Presenting activities 
 
About three-quarters of respondents present many different disciplines (77%), while the 
remaining 23% present one or two disciplines, as shown in the chart below. 
 

 
Six different disciplines are presented by most survey respondents: music (94%), theatre 
(72%), young audience / family shows (71%), dance (66%), comedy / humour (64%), and 
school audiences (K-12) (61%). Many presenters’ activities extend well beyond the 
performing arts, with nearly one-half of respondents also presenting visual arts and film. All 
disciplines are shown in the table below. 
 

Discipline Percent 

Music 94% 

Theatre 72% 

Young audience / family 71% 

Dance 66% 

Comedy / humour 64% 

School audiences (K-12) 61% 

Circus 48% 

Visual arts exhibitions 48% 

Film 47% 

Storytelling 38% 

Speaker series 32% 

Digital arts performance 20% 

Other media arts 14% 

Other 7% 
   

Specialized, 23%
Multi-disciplinary, 

77%

Multi-disciplinary / specialized presenters

Source: Presenters' Vitality and Impact Survey, CAPACOA, 2018
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Other disciplines written in by respondents include four organizations that present works 
that are “multidisciplinary”, two that present “magic”, two that present “community events”, 
and single organizations that present activities such as “textile art”, “poetry”, “cultural 
teachings”, “animation”, “puppetry”, and “street art”. 
 
The survey included two key screening questions, the first of which was “Do you hire or 
select artists for the primary purpose of engaging the public in artistic work – rather than as 
a secondary activity such as a supplement to a non-arts-focussed festival or a backdrop to 
corporate events?” The 250 respondents who answered “yes” were allowed to continue with 
the survey. 
 
The second screening question was: Does your organization present only shows produced 
by others or do you also produce your own shows (including, for example, building sets, 
lighting and sound design, hiring of individual artists, etc.)? 
 
One-half of respondents are pure presenters, only producing shows produced by others 
(51%). Another 39% mostly present others but also self-present. One in ten respondents 
mostly self-present but also present others (10%). 
 

 
A total of 24 respondents were screened out because they answered “no” to the first 
question or “Only self-present” to the second. 
 
Almost all respondents (95%) presented at least three works from other artists (i.e., 
excluding self-presented works) during their most recent fiscal year. The presentation of 
three works from other artists is an eligibility criteria of the Department of Canadian 
Heritage’s Canada Arts Presentation Fund (CAPF). 
 
Only 62% of respondents received CAPF funding in their last fiscal year. These questions 
were included in the survey to provide measures of the uptake of the program among 
respondents and the latent demand for the CAPF. Because of the limited overlap of the 
survey respondents and the CAPF clientele, it was not possible to compare and contrast our 
findings with administrative data from the program. 
 
  

Only present 
shows produced 
by others, 51%

Mostly present shows 
produced by others 

and also self-present / 
produce your own 

shows, 39%

Mostly self-
present / produce 
your own shows 
and also present 
shows produced 
by others, 10%

Presenter-producer continuum

Source: Presenters' Vitality and Impact Survey, CAPACOA, 2018
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While a substantial percentage of respondents are part of a municipal government structure 
(21%), most are an independent not-for-profit organization, either with or without 
charitable status (46% with and 28% without). 
 

Organization structure Percent 

Not-for-profit organization with 
charitable status 46% 

Not-for-profit organization without 
charitable status 28% 

Part of a municipal government 21% 

Part of a provincial or territorial 
government 1% 

Part of the federal government 0% 

Part of a school, university and/or 
school division 2% 

For-profit business 1% 

Part of an Indigenous band 0% 

Other 0% 
   

Organizations that mainly or exclusively present series 
or seasons of performances represent about two-
thirds of survey respondents (65%). This is slightly 
below the proportion of series presenters (75%) on 
the initial contact lists of presenting networks and live 
performance associations. 
 
Very few respondents present exclusively in festival 
format (4%). Many more festivals also have a series 
component (9%). Combined, these festivals (13%) 
are underrepresented relative to the initial lists (25%). 
The other categories (both equally or occasional / one-
offs) account for the difference. 
 

Festival or series Percent 

Festival only 4% 

Festival (mainly) plus series 9% 

Both equally 10% 

Series (mainly) plus festival 20% 

Series only 45% 

Occasional presentations / one-offs 11% 
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While most respondents (65%) have presenting as the primary mandate or function of their 
organization, many respondents do not: 9% indicated that presenting is secondary to other 
activities and 26% indicated that presenting is important to their mandate but not 
necessarily “primary”. 
 
The presenting organizations that are not primarily presenters have primary mandates such 
as: 
 

• Functioning as community spaces (22) 
• Providing education (15) 
• Promoting French culture, language and art, often in a minority-language situation 

(13) 
• Fostering community engagement (11) 
• Offering cultural enrichment (8) 
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Data cross-tabulations 
 
The survey findings are cross-tabulated by the following variables. Note that 
many detailed categories are grouped to ensure greater reliability. Select 
findings from these cross-tabulations are interspersed throughout the report. 
A full breakdown of the survey results is provided in detailed takes available 
from CAPACOA.  
 
Revenue groups 

o Less than $200,000: 81 respondents (32% of all 250) 
o $200k to $1 million: n = 90 (36%) 
o Over $1 million: n = 67 (27%) 
o No revenue data: n = 12 (5%) 

Geographic region 
o British Columbia: n= 32 (13%) 
o Prairies: n = 39 (16%) 
o Ontario: n = 57 (23%) 
o Quebec: n = 79 (32%) 
o Atlantic: n = 33 (13%) 
o Territories: n = 10 (4%) 

Series or festivals 
o Series: n = 164 (66%) 
o Festival: n = 33 (13%) 
o Both equally: n = 25 (10%) 
o Occasional / one-offs: n = 27 (11%) 
o No response: n = 1 (0%) 

Presenter-producer continuum 
o Only present others: n = 128 (51%) 
o Mostly present others but also produce own shows: n = 98 (39%) 
o Mostly produce own shows but also present others: n = 24 (10%) 

Not-for-profit status 
o Not-for-profit organization with charitable status: n = 115 (46%) 
o Not-for-profit organization without charitable status: n = 70 (28%) 
o Part of a municipal government: n = 48 (19%) 
o Others: n = 17 (7%) 
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Artists 
 
Presenters were asked about their hiring of artists and how they discover artists or groups 
to present. 
 
The total number of 
artists, groups, and 
artistic companies 
presented is 12,290, 
with an average of 57 
artists per presenter 
and a median of 33 
artists per presenter 
(217 respondents). 
 
Indigenous artists: 
A clear priority of Canadian presenters 
 
Presenters were asked, in general, what types of artists they present. A very high 
percentage of presenters indicated that they present artists of colour (80%), Indigenous 
artists (75%), and artists from other minority ethnic groups (71%). Six in ten presenters 
indicated that they present artists from non-European artistic traditions (exactly 60%), and 
just over four in ten indicated that they present artists with disabilities (42%). 89% of 
presenters indicated that they present one or more of these types of artists. 
 
The 187 presenters who do present Indigenous artists engaged a total of 796 Indigenous 
artists in their last fiscal year, for an average of 4.3 per reporting organization and 3.7 for 
all 250 respondents. 
 
Mid-sized presenters (i.e., with budgets between $200,000 and $1 million) are most likely 
to present Indigenous artists (83%), compared with 76% of the largest presenters (budgets 
over $1 million) and 65% of the smallest presenters (budgets under $200,000). The 
average number of Indigenous artists engaged per presenter is slightly higher for the 
largest-budget presenters (6.2) than for the mid-sized presenters (5.2). The smallest 
presenters engaged, on average, 1.7 Indigenous artists. 
 
Many works presented in other languages 
 
Overall, 76% of responding presenters presented works in English, 69% in French, 26% in 
Indigenous language(s), and 22% in other languages (the most common of which are 
Spanish, Italian, Arabic, and Hindi). 27 responding presenters indicated they present works 
in many different languages, without specifying the languages. 
 
Among English presenters, almost one-half also presented works in French (44%), nearly 
one-third also presented works in Indigenous languages (30%), and one-quarter also 
presented works in other languages (24%). 
 
Among Francophone presenters, one-half also presented works in English (50%), about 
one-fifth also presented works in Indigenous languages (22%), and one-fifth also presented 
works in other languages (19%). 
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Over $50 million in artist fees – mostly to in-province artists 
 
Responding presenters paid a total of $53.5 million in fees to artists during their last fiscal 
year, for an average of $4,400 per artist in fees and $260,000 per presenter. 
 
Presenters focussed their activities largely on in-province artists, who represented 74% of 
all artists engaged (9,071 artists) and 66% of all artist fees ($35.1 million). Other Canadian 
artists represented 14% of artists engaged (1,748) and the same proportion of artist fees 
($7.3 million). This means that, in total, Canadian artists represented 88% of all artists 
engaged (10,819) and 79% of all artist fees ($42.4 million). 
 
Artists from outside of Canada account for the other 12% of artists engaged (1,471) and 
21% of artist fees ($11.1 million). 
 
The average fees paid to artists is $3,900 for in-province artists, $4,200 for other Canadian 
artists, and $7,500 for international artists. 
 
Average artist fees vary by size of presenter 
 
For all 250 respondents, average artist fees per presenter are $260,000. Average artist fees 
vary significantly by size of presenter: 
 

• The largest presenters (revenues over $1 million) had 
average artist fees of $840,000. 

• Mid-sized presenters (revenues between $200,000 and 
$1 million) had average artist fees of $116,000. 

• The smallest presenters (revenues under $200,000) had 
average artist fees of $37,000. 

 
Focus on in-province artists varies by region and size 
of presenter 
 
For Quebec presenters, Quebec artists represent a very high proportion of artists engaged 
(88%) and artist fees (80%). 
 
Outside of Quebec, in-province artists represent 61% of all artists engaged and 48% of 
artist fees. B.C. has the highest proportion of in-province artists (70%) but a much smaller 
proportion of in-province artist fees (42%). In the three Prairie Provinces, in-province artists 
represent 67% of all artists engaged and 58% of artist fees. In Ontario, in-province artists 
represent 50% of artists engaged and 42% of artist fees. In the four Atlantic Provinces, in-
province artists represent 60% of 
artists and 36% of artist fees. 
 
The smallest presenters have the 
highest proportion of in-province 
artists (80%), followed by mid-sized 
presenters (78%) and the largest 
presenters (69%). 
  

The average fees for 

mid-sized presenters are 

closest to the average 

amount found in the 

2012 Value of Presenting 

Survey ($131,500). 
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Artist discovery: showcase events are still essential 
 
Presenters were asked how important eight items are in discovering artists and groups to 
present. Respondents could select from five levels of importance for each item: Absolutely 
essential / Very important / Of average importance / Of little importance / Not at all 
important. These are scored as 5/4/3/2/1 in calculating an average. Readers are cautioned 
that some options might score lower simply because they are not available in all provinces 
and territories. This is the case for block booking, delegations / missions to special events, 
and discipline-specific programs or communities of practice. 
 
The following table shows that Contact / showcase events are considered essential by 43% 
of presenters (and had the highest average score: 4.0). Three other items are “absolutely 
essential” or “very important” for a majority of presenters: recommendations from 
colleagues, listening / viewing materials sent by artists or agents, and going to see one-off 
performances. 
 
Elements in 
discovering artists 
and groups 

Average 
score 

Absolutely 
essential 

Very 
important 

Of average 
importance 

Of little 
importance 

Not at all 
important 

Contact / showcase 
events (e.g., Contact 
East, CINARS Biennale, 
Alberta Showcase, 
Pacific Contact) 

4.00 43% 30% 16% 7% 4% 

Recommendations 
from colleagues 3.91 21% 53% 23% 3% 0% 

Listening/viewing 
materials sent by 
artists/agents 

3.86 27% 40% 24% 7% 1% 

Going to see one-off 
performances 3.73 22% 41% 28% 7% 2% 

Block booking 3.39 20% 27% 31% 16% 6% 

Delegations/missions 
to special events 3.31 15% 33% 30% 14% 9% 

Discipline-specific 
program or 
community of 
practice 

3.24 12% 31% 35% 14% 9% 

Festivals 3.17 10% 31% 32% 19% 7% 
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Attendance 
 
Total attendance is 8.4 million in presenters’ most recent fiscal 
years. 
 
Average attendance is 38,000 for each of the 222 presenters 
who reported their attendance statistics. The median 
attendance level is 5,700. The largest presenter has total 
attendance of 3.4 million people. 
 
Paid attendance (5.7 million) represents 68% of total 
attendees (average of 25,900 per presenter). Free attendees 
(2.7 million) represent the other 32% (average of 12,300 per 
presenter). 
 
Although very few presenters have conducted a formal visitor 
study (6%), all were asked to provide their best estimate of 
the percentage of their paid attendees who were tourists to 
their area (i.e., visiting from more than 40 kms away). Most 
presenters indicated that less than 10% of paid attendees are 
tourists (57%), while 24% estimated between 10% and 20% 
are tourists. Another 13% of presenters estimated between 
20% and 40%, and 4% estimated that about half of their paid 
attendees are tourists (i.e., between 40% and 60%). Only 1% 
estimated between 60% and 80% of their paid attendees are 
tourists, and another 1% estimated more than 80%. 
 
Presenters make use of a wide range of ticketing systems, with the most common situation 
being “in-house ticketing / printing” (22%). No other ticketing system was selected by 10% 
of respondents: Tuxedo (9%), Eventbrite (9%), Ticketmaster (6%), Boxxo (6%), Réseau 
Ovation (5%), Ticketpro (5%), Theatre Manager (5%), TixHub (4%), Ticketfly (3%), 
LePointdeVente (3%), etixnow (3%), AudienceView (2%), Vendini (2%), Tessitura (2%), 
Atuvu (1%), and Brown Paper Tickets (1%). 
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Venues 
 
Respondents were asked about the number of “different venues/festival sites, including 
occasional venues” that they used in their last fiscal year. Three-quarters of respondents 
(76%) used more than one venue in their most recent fiscal year. Another 23% of 
respondents used one venue only. Two respondents were not active in their last fiscal year 
and reported 0 venues. 
 
The median number of venues used by presenters in 
their most recent fiscal year is 3. On average, each 
presenter used 6 venues. 
 
Multi-venue presenters were asked for the capacity 
(or number of seats) in their smallest and largest 
venues: 
 

• The median capacity of their smallest venues is 120. (Average is 170; smallest is 10; 
largest is 2,000; and the most common response is 50). 

• The median capacity of their largest venues is 741. (Average is 1,872; smallest is 
50; largest is 22,000; and the most common response is 400.) 

 
For the single-venue presenters, the median capacity is 380. (Average is 449; smallest is 
70; largest is 1,208; and the most common response is 250.) 
 
One-half of responding presenters lease or rent their primary venue (49%), and 42% own 
their venue. Many fewer respondents, such as outdoor festivals, have no set venue (5%). A 
very small number (2%) are provided space on an in-kind basis. 
 
Alternative venues: Meeting people where they are 
 
In addition to traditional venues, the survey examined the use of “alternative” spaces for 
arts presenting activities – venues such as individual homes, workplaces, libraries, and 
community centres. 
 
Over three-quarters of presenters (78%) used at least one type of alternative space. A 
typical presenter selected 2 different types of alternative spaces. These findings clearly 
demonstrate that presenters are making substantial efforts to “meet people where they 
are”.  
 
The findings related to specific types of alternative spaces are summarized in the chart 
below. 

These statistics are broadly 

consistent with a finding from 

CAPACOA’s 2012 Value of 

Presenting survey, where the 

average number of venues was 4.17. 
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5%

6%

6%

16%

19%

21%

26%

28%

29%

56%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Workplaces

Shopping malls

Individual homes or gardens

Places of worship

Libraries

Bars or restaurants

Site-specific locations

Community centres

Schools or universities

Outdoors (e.g., parks, streets, open-air)

Alternative presenting venues

Source: Presenters' Vitality and Impact Survey, CAPACOA, 2018
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Community engagement 
 
Presenters are deeply involved in their communities, by delivering a wide range of 
engagement activities and collaborating with organizations in many different areas of 
society.  
 
Presenters were asked to identify the engagement activities that their organization had 
delivered or been involved in during their last fiscal year. Of the 16 activities listed, 
presenters selected an average of six. Ninety-nine percent of respondents selected at least 
one of the engagement activities. 
 

Engagement activities Percent 

Pre- or post-show discussions 76% 

Workshops or masterclasses 69% 

Presentations and other interventions in schools 55% 
Seminars, conferences or round table presentations or discussions 
involving artists 50% 

Presentation of art experiences that address social concerns 41% 

Public rehearsals and other demonstrations 41% 
Creative or technical residencies (where professional artists can use 
facility with or without technical support for research and creation of new 
works) 

35% 

Site-specific performances 33% 
Public reading or presentation of a work in progress with opportunity for 
feedback 31% 

Participatory arts experiences (experiences requiring participation of 
audience or community members as performer or decision-maker) 29% 

Ancillary cross-disciplinary arts experiences related to a main 
performance (e.g., an installation or a visual arts exhibition that expands 
on the theme of the main show, or any work that involves transmedia 
storytelling) 

29% 

Moving, ambulatory arts experiences (art walks and other experiences 
that involve movement between/across multiple sites) 26% 

Artist-led collective art creation with the intent of public presentation 23% 
Community-engaged residencies (where professional artists dedicate 
most of their time to participatory activities involving community 
members) 

20% 

Art for social change (facilitated collective art creation with the intent to 
create dialogue and find new solutions to social problems) 19% 

Arts for health or arts in health 18% 
   

Presenters actively engage or collaborate with organizations in many different areas of 
society: an average of six different types of collaborators per presenter. The most common 
collaborators of presenters are other arts and culture organizations, excluding presenters 
(92%), other presenters (89%), schools (78%), tourism groups (54%), and business 
groups (52%). Each of the 17 types of collaborators asked in the question are shown in the 
following chart.  
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Other relationships noted by presenters include collaborations with Indigenous organizations 
(3), correctional facilities (2), and organizations promoting accessibility (2). 
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Impacts of arts presenting 
 
To learn more about their connections with and impact in their communities, the survey 
asked presenters to describe “an occasion when [they] really felt that [they] were fulfilling 
[their] purpose or mission as an arts presenter. What happened on that occasion? Why was 
it special? What particular impact did [they] witness?” 
 
The sheer volume of responses to this open-ended, optional question is impressive: about 
one-half of responding presenters described a successful occasion. The quality of these 
contributions was also remarkable, as was the fact that many presenters provided images to 
illustrate the occasions about which they wrote. A small selection of the nearly 100 images 
received are interspersed throughout this report. 
 
“Cultural events bring people together. Live arts matter.” 
 
Presenters spoke eloquently of their perceived impacts and community connections. A 
selection of in-depth quotes about presenters’ connections with and impact in their 
communities follows this brief summary. 
 
Presenters’ focus on Indigenous arts and artists came through clearly in the stories shared 
by presenters, such as commissioning an Indigenous artist to create a piece combining his 
heritage with classical music, involving a children’s choir and professional dancers. Another 
presenter commissioned music that incorporated text from Jesuit writings and Wendake 
poetry. The music involved period European instruments, a French-language choir, as well 
as Indigenous singers and drummers. The work was received as a true effort towards 
reconciliation and described as “deeply moving” by audience members. 
 
Engaging all local residents was a theme from the stories, such as a collaboration with the 
local LGBTQ+ / Latinx community to present an international trans artist and create a 
special night for local audiences. Another example came from a festival that helped local 
children learn to animate giant puppets, create musical instruments, and make costumes 
prior to a parade that is part of the festival. Along with the local children, some Syrian 
refugees marched in the parade and showed huge excitement at being able to participate. 
 
Another presenter partnered with a local theatre company to engage different generations 
of local residents via a collaboration between the local middle school and a nearby seniors' 
complex with subsidized housing. The two groups worked both apart and together to write a 
play, stage improv workshops, and create a set. The children and seniors presented the 
performances together, and one of the seniors played piano. 
 
Many presenters spoke of the testimonials 
received from audience members or program 
participants whose arts experiences were so 
moving that they were better able to cope with 
illness, difficult socio-economic situations, or 
feelings of exclusion. For example, after a 
dance performance dealing with violence 
against women, an audience member spoke of 
the therapeutic impact on her – the strength 
and the feeling of hope that the work inspired 
in her. 
 

“When I watched a man with dementia 
shuffle in to one of our concerts with his 
wife, and he sat at the back of the hall, 
seemingly unresponsive to those around 
him...then, his eyes lit up and he asked 
his wife to dance, and gracefully danced 
with her at the back of the hall for most 
of the evening! The power of the arts!” 

Bassano Arts Council 
Bassano, AB 
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Some presenters spoke of how deeper, continued conversations were a marker of success of 
their events. For example, during a post-show chat with dance performers, audience 
members asked questions about the abstract narrative, the costumes, and the technical 
aspects of a show. People stood up to declare that the performance has changed them 
personally and their community for the better. 
 
It is clear from the stories that the power of live arts (in and of themselves) can be 
transcendent, such as seeing an audience respond with a huge amount of awe after a 
performance. 
 
The stories that are quoted below show how arts presenting is a vital component of 
Canadian communities by: 
 

• Reflecting Indigenous languages on stage and opening eyes to Indigenous stories 
• Helping at-risk youth create stories and songs that have attendees in tears 
• Holding an Indigenous round dance at a festival as an act of reconciliation 
• Having a dance performance by and for women that ended in a spontaneous “flash 

mob” where the entire diverse audience was on stage dancing with the performers 
• Sharing Indigenous stories and knowledge about what the gold rush was like from an 

Indigenous perspective 
• Challenging community members with inventive programming and fostering great 

conversations 
• Touring an Indigenous performance to engage at-risk youth in the North 
• Presenting unique, relatively unknown artists who create a little bit of magic in 

attendees’ lives 
• Enabling Francophone minorities, Indigenous Peoples, and speakers of non-official 

languages to hear their mother tongue performed on stage 
• Fostering connections among students and residential school survivors that 

demonstrate the power of the arts to speak to challenging social issues and 
reconciliation with Indigenous Peoples 
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Stories and songs that had 
everyone in tears 
During the festival, we present free 
daytime workshops targeted at specific 
members of society. In 2012, we held a 
songwriting workshop at a youth-at-risk 
drop-in centre. The artists focussed on 
showing the participants how to express 
their emotions by writing songs or 
poetry. The stories and songs that these 
kids came up with had everyone in tears.  

Prince George Folkfest Society,  
Prince George, BC 

Opening eyes to Indigenous people’s stories 
"When we presented Ivan Coyote, we had patrons 
travelling up to six hours in each direction, as well 
as from our local small town, to attend. There was 
such a hunger for these stories. Many tears shed, 
and a sense of expansion felt by all… When we 
presented Kahawi Dance Co's ‘Re-quickening’, 
many said it was one of the most extraordinary 
experiences in memory, that they had never seen 
anything like it. Families tell me that they are still 
talking about it around the table, that it opened 
their eyes to Indigenous people's stories.” 

King`s Theatre 
Annapolis County, NS 

 
 Acts of reconciliation 
“This year we began working with a new elder at 

the festival and did a new public ceremony in our 

Folk School which then led to a round dance. To 

see over 100 volunteers and audience members 

participate was incredible - an act of reconciliation 

as well as a way to welcome an Australian artist to 

the country - it was so meaningful to him as a 

performer to be welcomed to our country in this 

way as well as see audience members engage with 

artists in a new and special way.” 
Winnipeg Folk Festival, 

Winnipeg, MB 

“That’s my language!”  
“Several years ago, we presented an 

Indigenous performance. At one point 

the storyteller spoke in Cree. A girl in 

front of me sat up straight and 

whispered out loud, ‘that's my 

language,’ and very proudly started 

translating to the Caucasian classmate 

sitting next to her. I felt this may have 

been the first time she experienced 

sharing her culture outside of her 

Indigenous community.” 
Surrey International Children's Festival, 

Surrey, BC 

Great conversations 
“Every time that we challenge 

the community with 

programming, pushing patrons 

to their cultural ledges. 

Feedback from these events 

have been the most polarizing 

and often starts a great 

conversation about depth of 

programming and enjoyment 

of culture in our community.” 
City of Fort Saskatchewan 

Fort Saskatchewan, AB 
 

Spontaneous ‘flash mob’: the whole diverse 
audience on stage dancing with the performers 
“Dancing into Light: A Women's Weekend helps to create 
greater community networks of support for all women. We 
had a live women-only performance with local performers 
and the Vancouver dance group Virago Nation (all 
Indigenous women). We had the most diverse audience we 
had ever had with many First Nations women in the 
audience, and the show ended with a ‘flash mob’ in which the 
entire audience come up on stage and danced with the 
performers. It was incredibly exciting to see the women all 
come together and have so much fun together, where 
traditionally events tend to be Indigenous or non-Indigenous 
and not many are both groups of the community at once.” 

The Community Arts Council of Fort St. James 
Fort St. James, BC 

 

Impacts and community connections 
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A little bit of magic in people’s lives 
“When we're able to present a unique, 

relatively unknown artist and have it really 

connect with the audience - feel a special 

tinge of pride knowing that we've facilitated a 

little bit of magic in people’s lives…” 
Jazz Winnipeg 
Winnipeg, MB 

 

Sharing Indigenous stories and knowledge 
“In a community that is a National Historic Site, there is much narrative that 

celebrates colonial experience. The collaborative work with Indigenous orators and 

storytellers sharing the stage in a Variety Show context, shedding light on some of 

the lesser told stories was a big shift for audiences. We received so much in the way 

of positive feedback, for people having heard and felt what the gold rush was like for 

Indigenous people - without their being threatened by that knowledge. The tone 

and presentation were a sharing of stories, a sharing of the stage. No big deal really, 

but it just hasn't happened that much in this community or in this country for that 

matter.” 
Friends of the Palace Grand 

Dawson City, YK 

Engaging youth at risk in the 
North 
“Touring an Inuit-language theatre 
production to 12 Inuit 
communities in Nunavut for the 
purpose of engaging youth at risk 
in the performing arts.” 
Qaggiavuut Nunavut Performing Arts,  

Iqaluit, NU 

Fostering connections among students and residential school survivors 
“Last year we presented Fatty Legs. A collaboration between Indigenous and non-

Indigenous performers. We partnered with the Woodland Cultural Centre in our 

community that operates from a former residential school site. We brought the cast 

to their site for discussion and reflection during their stay. We also dedicated the 

public performance to fund-raising for the WCC ‘Save the Evidence’ campaign. The 

performance included several invited residential school survivors in the audience who 

participated in a lively and emotional discussion following the performance. We also 

had the author of the children's book the show is based on travel from her home in 

the north as a guest for our school performances. The connections in the room 

among students, survivors, and cast members for both the public and school 

performances were incredibly moving. A clear demonstration of the power of the arts 

to speak to challenging issues and reconciliation.” 
Sanderson Centre for the Performing Arts,  

Brantford, ON 

Impacts and community connections 
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Networks 
 
A goal of the study is to examine the formal networks of presenters. On average, each 
responding presenter is a member of 1.7 support organizations. One-half of respondents 
(exactly 50%) are a member of one support organization. The median is therefore 1. One 
presenter indicated that they are a member of 6 support organizations – the highest 
number selected.  
 
96% of respondents are members of at least one of the support organizations. 
 
The following lists show the number of respondents that are members of each support 
association, along with the number of presenters that were on the associations’ initial 
contact list. The percentages are based on respondents on the initial contact lists, before 
the lists were de-duplicated for use in the distribution of the survey. 
 
National organizations are shown first, followed by provincial or regional organizations from 
west to east.  
 
National organizations: 
 

• CAPACOA: 57% (55 of 97 members on their original list) 
• Canadian Live Music Association: 14% (13 of 95) 
• Jazz Festivals Canada: 19% (4 of 21) 
• SPARC (Supporting Performing Arts in Rural Communities): 30% (10 of 33) 
• The CanDance Network: 58% (26 of 45) 
• World Routes Network: 4% (5 of 121) 

 
Provincial or regional organizations: 
 

• B.C. Touring Council: 28% (30 of 106) 
• Arts Touring Alliance of Alberta: 22% (16 of 72) 
• Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Councils: 6% (2 of 32) 
• Manitoba Arts Network: 14% (5 of 35) 
• Réseau des grands espaces: 8% (6 of 71) 
• Ontario Presents: 46% (31 of 68) 
• Réseau Ontario: 65% (13 of 20) 
• Folk Music Ontario: 31% (8 of 26) 
• RIDEAU (Réseau indépendant des diffuseurs d’événements artistiques unis): 46% 

(71 of 156) 
• Atlantic Presenters Association: 21% (21 of 99) 
• Radarts: 45% (15 of 33) 
• N3 Network: 16% (5 of 31) 
• Western Roots Artistic Directors: 26% (7 of 27) 

 
A few support organizations that were not involved in the initial email distribution were also 
listed on the survey: 
 

• Made in BC - Dance on Tour: 6 respondents  
• Indigenous Performing Arts Alliance: 2 respondents  
• Ottawa Festivals Network: 1 respondent  
• Canadian Association of Fringe Festivals: 0 respondents 
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Other support organizations with at least 4 respondents include: 
 

• ROSEQ (Réseau des organisateurs de spectacles de l'est du Québec): 6 respondents 
• Réseau Centre: 5 respondents 
• Réseau Scènes: 5 respondents 
• Association of Performing Arts Professionals: 4 respondents 
• International Society for the Performing Arts: 4 respondents 
• La danse sur les routes du Québec: 4 respondents 
• Objectif Scène: 4 respondents 
• Festival and Major Events (FAME): 4 respondents 
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Staff and volunteers 
 
Two survey questions relate to the number 
of staff members and volunteers in 
presenting organizations: one related to 
those involved in the day-to-day operations 
of their organizations, and the second 
related to those involved at the height of 
their performances or productions (including 
all contract and hourly staff hired to run 
events, in addition to day-to-day staff). 
 
On a day-to-day basis, 12% of respondents 
indicated that they have no paid staff. At the 
height of their operations, this percentage is 
lowered to 9% without paid staff. 
 
On a day-to-day basis, presenters with staff typically have a contingent of 4 people (the 
median staff level). At the height of their operations, the typical staff contingent grows to 9. 
 
On a day-to-day basis, 70% of responding presenters have fewer than 10 staff members. 
This percentage is lowered to 50% at the height of their operations. 
 
Presenters tend to staff up to more than double their normal size during the height of their 
operations. The total number of day-to-day staff in all responding organizations is 3,726, for 
an average of 15 staff members per presenter. The total number of “height of operations” 
staff in all responding organizations is 8,514, for an average of 34 staff members per 
presenter. 
 
Responding presenters of series tend to be have fewer staff than responding festivals. For 
the 164 series respondents, the average day-to-day staff contingent is 15 (compared with 
20 staff for the 33 festival respondents). For series respondents, their staff contingent 
grows to an average of 25 at the height of their operations. The staff contingent of festivals 
grows more sharply: from an average of 20 during normal operations to 95 during their 
festival periods. 
 
On the volunteer side, 35% of respondents indicated that they have no volunteers on a day-
to-day basis. Those with regular volunteers typically have a volunteer contingent of 6 
people. The total number of day-to-day volunteers in all responding organizations is 6,407, 
for an average of 26 volunteers per presenter. 
 
At the height of their operations, 17% of respondents indicated that they have no 
volunteers. Those with volunteers at the height of their operations typically have a 
contingent of 20 people. The total number of “height of operations” volunteers in all 
responding organizations is 20,073, for an average of 81 volunteers per presenter. In other 
words, presenters tend to have about triple their normal volunteer contingent at the height 
of their operations. Volunteers outnumber staff members by a ratio of 2.4 to 1. 
 
The volunteer contingent of series presenters is 24 during normal operations and 37 at the 
height of their operations. For festivals, the volunteer contingent grows more sharply, from 
an average of 10 during normal operations to 308 during their festival periods. 
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Finances 
 
Organizations were asked about their total revenues in their most recent fiscal year or 
annual reporting cycle. (Presenters that are part of a larger organization whose mandate 
extends beyond performing arts presentation were asked to provide only the annual budget 
for their performing arts presenting branch or unit.) 
 
For the 233 presenters that provided their total revenues, the combined total is $365 
million, for an average of $1.6 million per reporting organization. 
 
Total expenses are $347 million, for an average of $1.5 million per reporting organization. 
The collective surplus is $17.4 million, for an average of $75,000 per reporting organization 
and 4.8% of total revenues. 
 
Revenue ranges 
 
Responding presenters represent a mix of revenue sizes (as shown in the chart below): 
32% with revenues below $200,000; 36% between $200,000 and $1 million; and 27% over 
$1 million. 
 

 
Relative to the best estimates of presenting networks and live performance associations (in 
their initial lists of contacts), small-budget presenters are strongly underrepresented in the 
survey data (32% of survey respondents vs 59% of initial lists), mid-sized presenters are 
slightly overrepresented (36% vs. 30%), and the largest presenters are strongly 
overrepresented (27% vs. 10%). 
  

Less than 
$200,000

32%

$200,000 to 
$1 million

36%

Over $1 
million
27%

No revenue 
data
5%

Revenue ranges

Source: Presenters' Vitality and Impact Survey, CAPACOA, 2018
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Revenues by source 
 
A subset of presenters (n=87) provided a full breakdown of their revenues. For these 
presenters, combined revenues are $153 million, or 42% of the combined revenues of all 
233 presenters that provided their total revenues. 
 
Presenters that did not provide full revenue details are smaller than those that did. The 
average revenues of the 146 presenters reporting only their total revenues are $1.5 million,  
compared with $1.8 million for the 87 that provided full revenue details (a 17% difference). 
 

 
A further breakdown of revenues follows: 
 
Earned revenues (53%) 

• Admissions (28%) 
• Other earned revenues (25%) 

Government / public sector revenues (including government agencies) (33%) 
• Municipal or regional government funding (12%) 
• Provincial or territorial government funding (17%) 
• Federal government funding (3%) 
• Other public sector revenues (0.4%) 

Private sector revenues (11%) 
• Fundraising (7%) 
• Net investment income (0.7%) 
• In-kind goods and services (3%) 

Other revenues (4%) 
 

Earned, 53%

Government 
/ public 

sector, 33%

Private 
sector, 11%

Other 
revenues, 

4%

Presenters' revenues by source

Source: 87 presenters providing full revenue information in the 
Presenters' Vitality and Impact Survey, CAPACOA, 2018
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Expenses by type 
 
For the 73 presenters that provided their full expense details, combined expenses are $75.4 
million, or 22% of the total revenues of all 233 presenters that provided their total 
expenses. 
 
Presenters that did not provide full expense details are much larger than those that did. The 
average expenses of the 160 presenters reporting only their total expenses are $1.7 million,  
compared with $1.0 million for the 73 that provided full expense details. As such, an 
extrapolation of detailed expenses by types to all presenters is not provided here. 
 

 
Because the above categories capture the full detail of expenses in the survey, no further 
breakdown of expenses is possible. 
 
Capital spending 
 
About one-half of the presenters that provided detailed financial information – 43 out of 87 
– indicated that they had spent some money on infrastructure or other capital expenses 
during their last fiscal year or annual reporting cycle. For these 43 presenters, capital 
expenditures totaled $43 million, with an average of nearly $1 million spent ($996,615) and 
a median of $40,000. Presenters were not asked about the sources of their capital 
financing. 
 

Artists & 
performers, 

40.0%

Promotion and 
communication, 

8.8%

Outreach, 
2.7%

Event / venue, 
18.7%

Training / professional 
development, 0.5%

Administration, 
25.6%

In-kind goods 
and services, 

3.8%

Presenters' expenses by type

Source: 73 presenters providing full expense information in the Presenters' 
Vitality and Impact Survey, CAPACOA, 2018
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Regional focus 
 
Largest revenues among Quebec respondents, smallest revenues for 
Atlantic presenters 
 
The average revenues of responding presenters are largest in Quebec ($2.4 million), 
followed by Ontario and the Prairies ($1.3 million each), B.C. ($758,000), and the Atlantic 
Provinces ($582,000). 
 
As shown in the chart below, responding presenters in B.C. and Ontario generally follow the 
overall pattern of revenue sizes, which is 32% of organizations having revenues under 
$200,000, 36% between $200,000 and $1 million, and 27% over $1 million. Responding 
presenters in the Prairie and the Atlantic regions tend to have lower revenues than the 
national average, and those in Quebec tend to have higher revenues. 
 
Readers should note that, with only 10 respondents, the statistics for the three territories 
should be viewed with caution. The number of presenters providing overall revenue 
information is 31 in B.C., 37 in the three Prairie Provinces, 55 in Ontario, 74 in Quebec, and 
31 in the four Atlantic Provinces. 
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A breakdown of revenues is shown in the table below. The number of respondents providing 
detailed finances is 12 in B.C., 11 in the three Prairie Provinces, 20 in Ontario, 32 in 
Quebec, and ten in the four Atlantic Provinces. With only two respondents in the territories 
having provided detailed finances, statistics for the territories are not provided here.  
 
Detailed revenues 
by region 
(M=million) 

All 
regions 

BC Prairies Ontario Quebec Atlantic 

# of respondents 
with detailed finances 87 12 11 20 32 10 

Total revenues $152.8M $10.9M $40.5M $9.8M $84.3M $5.7M 
Average revenues 
(for those providing 
detailed finances) 

$1.8M $905,000 $3.7M $489,000 $2.6M $571,000 

Earned 53% 40% 51% 46% 58% 36% 

Government 33% 42% 17% 43% 37% 31% 

Private sector 11% 15% 19% 9% 5% 32% 

Other 4% 2% 13% 2% 0% 1% 

Detailed revenue sources     

Admissions 28% 29% 28% 22% 28% 27% 

Other earned 
revenues 25% 11% 23% 24% 29% 9% 

Municipal or regional 
government funding 12% 31% 9% 32% 9% 12% 

Provincial or 
territorial 
government funding 

17% 4% 4% 5% 27% 6% 

Federal government 
funding 3% 6% 3% 7% 2% 12% 

Other public sector 
revenues 0.4% 1.0% 0.5% 0.2% 0.2% 2% 

Fundraising 7% 10% 13% 7% 4% 10% 

Net investment 
income 0.7% 0.1% 1.2% 1.2% 0.3% 1.1% 

In-kind goods and 
services 3% 5% 5% 1% 1% 21% 
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Other differences by region 
 
Responding presenters in B.C., Ontario, and Quebec are most likely to be series presenters 
(78%, 72%, and 73% respectively, compared with the national average of 66%). Only 56% 
of responding presenters in the Prairie Provinces and 45% of those in the Atlantic Provinces 
are series presenters. 
 
In B.C., the Prairies, and Ontario, about one-
half of respondents are “pure presenters”, 
i.e., only present shows produced by others 
(similar to the national average of 51%). 
Quebec has a very high proportion of pure 
presenters (71%), while the Atlantic region 
has a very small proportion (27%). 
 
Quebec also has a very high proportion of 
respondents that have presenting as their 
primary mandate (80%). No other region has 
more than 66% of respondents with 
presenting as their primary mandate. 
 
Quebec-based presenters are most likely to 
be multidisciplinary (90% present more than 
just one or two disciplines), compared with 
79% in Ontario, 73% in the Atlantic, 66% in 
B.C., and 62% in the Prairies). 
 
One-half of responding presenters in the 
Prairies and Ontario have charitable status 
(similar to the national average of 46%). The 
proportion of respondents having charitable 
status is particularly high in B.C. (63%) and 
particularly low in Quebec (28%). 
 
Compared with the national average of 19%, 
municipal presenters represent a particularly 
high percentage of respondents from Ontario 
and Quebec (30% in each). Municipal 
presenters account for a very small 
proportion of respondents in all other regions 
(6% in B.C., 10% in the Prairies, and 3% in 
the Atlantic). 
 
The network memberships of presenting organizations vary across the country. BC 
respondents have the most memberships in support organizations (average of 2.1), 
compared with an average of 1.8 in Ontario, 1.6 in the Prairie and Atlantic provinces, and 
1.4 in Quebec. 
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Series and festival presenters’ finances 
 
Responding festivals are much larger than responding series presenters 
 
The average revenues of responding festivals ($3.6 million) are much higher than those of 
responding series ($1.3 million). As noted above, responding festivals have a larger staff 
contingent than responding series. The revenue breakdown by type of presenter is provided 
in the table below. 

Revenues by type of 
presenter (M=million) 

All types Series Festivals 
Both 

equally 
Occasional 
/ one-offs 

# reporting total revenues 233 152 33 23 24 

Total revenues $364.6M $200.1M $119.3M $27.1M $17.5M 

Average revenues $1.6M $1.3M $3.6M $1.2M $727,000 

Detailed finances     

# of respondents with 
detailed finances 87 66 9 6 6 

Total revenues $152.8M $83.5M $50.8M $16.1M $2.4M 

Average revenues (for those 
providing detailed finances) $1.8M $1.3M $5.6M $2.7M $392,000 

Earned 53% 53% 55% 44% 43% 

Government 33% 28% 36% 43% 45% 

Private sector 11% 12% 8% 13% 11% 

Other 4% 7% 0% 0% 1% 

Detailed revenue sources     

Admissions 28% 34% 18% 22% 25% 

Other earned revenues 25% 19% 37% 22% 18% 

Municipal or regional 
government funding 12% 18% 1% 14% 35% 

Provincial or territorial 
government funding 17% 6% 34% 24% 5% 

Federal government funding 3% 4% 1% 4% 4% 

Other public sector revenues 0.4% 0.7% 0.1% 0.0% 1.5% 

Fundraising 7% 9% 3% 10% 9% 

Net investment income 0.7% 0.9% 0.5% 0.0% 0.2% 

In-kind goods and services 3% 2% 4% 3% 2% 
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Page 16: Bill Braden for Northern Arts and Cultural Centre, Yellowknife, NT 
Page 18: Surrey International Children’s Festival, Surrey, BC 
Page 20: Neighbourhood Dance Works, St. John’s, NL 
Page 24: Théâtre Hector-Charland, L'Assomption/Repentigny, QC 
Page 25: Centre culturel Les trois p'tits points, North Glengarry, ON 
Page 31: Kien Quan for Neighbourhood Dance Works, St. John’s, NL 
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